From study of the depth inversion in the "reverse perspective" illusion, we found that the depiction of at least three objects consistent with linear perspective is essential for inducing the false motion effects. In experiments on the perception of 3D depth in 2D images, we have confirmed that the presence of three independent pictorial cues is crucial for the illusion of depth, in general. On the basis of these findings, we argue that the charac-teristically human ability to perceive depth in flat visual stimuli using pictorial cues is an example of "triadic cognition" -i.e., cognition that relies on the perception of the relationships among a minimum of three distinct cues. Findings are discussed in terms of how pictorial cues influence our perception of 3D depth in 2D paintings and drawings.
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doi: 10.2190/EM.26.1.f http://baywood.com been reported. While there are faint traces of all such skills in infrahuman species, these four realms are widely considered to be areas in which characteristically human aspects of mind are to be found. As far as we know, all human societies have had both oral language and at least primitive tools, but it is noteworthy that there is no known human culture in which a tradition of music has been lacking and no known culture in which visual art -in the form of drawing, painting, jewelry, body ornamentation and/or sculptural artifacts -has been absent. Because of the debatable "utility" of art and music, their importance for the cohesion of human societies and the emergence of civilization has long been undervalued, but the discovery of a bone flute dating back at least 32,000 years and the well-known cave paintings and carved ivory of similar vintage indicate an extremely early involvement of Homo sapiens in "the arts".
What remains quite incomplete, however, is our understanding of the cognitive revolution(s?) that allowed for the emergence of language, tools, music and art (Donald, 1999; Mithen, 1996; Tatersall, 1998; Tomasello, 2003) . There is an apparent threshold of cognitive ability -before which these talents were absent (and still largely absent in infrahuman species) and after which further developments appear to have occurred at a rapid pace. The step from blowing on a flute to symphonic orchestras and the step from cave drawings to Rembrandt represent significant increases in sophistication and have certainly been rapid in an evolutionary context, but such developments do not strike us as being incomprehensible miracles: once artistic expression has been invented, variations and progress seem to have been inevitable. In contrast, the huge leaps from the warbling of songbirds or the howling of monkeys to human song and from the colorful nest-building of mating birds or the random brush strokes of elephants to representational art are profound revolutions -on a par with the inventions of language and tools. All of these revolutions still lack satisfactory explanations in terms of cognitive psychology.
In the visual domain, the unusualness of human perception is most pronounced in our ability to "see" or mentally reconstruct the 3D geometry implied by a 2D painting, drawing or photograph (for recent discussions, see Hecht et al., 2003; Parks, 2001) . As Neisser has commented, "There is no serious evidence that any animal other than Homo sapiens can manage [this trick of perceiving 3D depth in a 2D image]" (2001, p. 79) . But, for human beings, pictorial perspective cues are unmistakable -indeed irrepressible and undeniable -indications of the threedimensional space lying "behind" the flat image. Although the rules of linear perspective have been known since the Renaissance and related artistic techniques have been employed for several millennia to give 3D realism to 2D drawings, the question that remains unanswered in the terminology of cognitive (neuro)science is how the visual cues in a 2D picture are processed to provide us with the perception of 3D depth. The set of pictorial cues that allow for depth perception is finite and known (Howard & Rogers, 2002) , but how Homo sapiens picks up on those cues and infers 3D depth, while other species do not, is unclear.
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THREE-OBJECT EFFECTS IN THE REVERSE PERSPECTIVE ILLUSION
To address the question of how pictorial cues influence our perception of 3D depth, we have studied the illusion known as "reverse perspective" or "reverspective" (Hughes, 2007; Papathomas, 2002; Wade and Hughes, 1999) . In brief, an illusion of false motion in a static picture is obtained by painting a scene on a relief "canvas" that has been intentionally constructed in 3D to provide depth cues that are inconsistent with the painted picture. The inversion of depth cues is systematically applied such that objects that are pictorially close to the observer are physically receding on the 3D canvas, and vice versa for distant objects. Structurally, reverse perspectives are similar to the hollow-mask illusion (Hill & Bruce, 1993) the illusion that a face painted on the inside of a mask is entirely normal with protruding nose and chin and receding eye sockets, etc. When viewed from a distance such that stereoptic cues do not reveal the actual 3D structure, the inverted picture remains unremarkable if the observer remains immobile. When the observer moves, however, motion parallax effects give the observer a changing view of the scene (or face) that is contrary to the effects that are expected following selfmovement. Because of the depth inversion, movement to the left produces effects that would normally arise with movement to the right, and vice versa. It is this contradiction that produces an unmistakable illusion of false motion in the picture itself, which then appears to "follow" the observer.
The false motion of reverse perspectives is visible only under dynamic viewing. For this reason, it is not normally discussed in the textbooks on visual psychology and only a few experimental studies have been reported. The illusion nonetheless has the notable merit of producing an "Aha!" sensation that does not attenuate under repeated exposure and is obtained whenever the 3D stimulus contains a sufficient number of pictorial depth cues to lead the viewer to expect motion parallax effects contrary to those actually experienced. This inherent conflict between 2D pictorial cues and 3D motion parallax cues allows the experimenter to "titrate" the experimental stimuli for different quantities of pictorial depth cues that will produce the depth illusion. We have previously reported behavioral , eye-tracking (Umeda et al., 2006) and fMRI (Hayashi et al., 2007) results on the illusion -and have recently found an interesting effect that may help to elucidate the cognitive mechanisms underlying pictorial depth perception, in general. Specifically, we have been struck by the fact that the number of protuberances in a reverse perspective painting has a profound influence on the illusion of motion in the picture.
The artistic experience of Patrick Hughes (2007) is unambiguous in this regard. His first three reverse perspectives, created in 1989 and 1990, were 1-protuberance paintings (e.g., similar to the picture on the left of Figure 1 ), but, interestingly, all subsequent reverse perspectives by him have been constructed with 3 or more protuberances. No rationale for this empirical fact is to be found in Slyce's biography of Hughes (1998) , but Hughes's critical acclaim and commercial success have been obtained using predominantly 3 or 4 protuberances. [In the Slyce biography, the number of protuberances can be identified in 57 paintings; the earliest three paintings use 1-protuberance, 11 from 1990-1992 use 2-protuberances, and all subsequent reverspectives use 3 (17), 4 (18), 5 (3), 6 (3), 9 (1) or 16 (1) protuberances. Subsequent one-man shows by Hughes again reveal a variety of structures, but the 1-and 2-protuberance technique has been abandoned.]
EXPERIMENT 1
Materials and Methods
To test our impression that 1-protuberance reverse perspectives are ineffective, we ran an experiment using the 4 reverse perspective objects shown in Figure 1 . Twenty-three undergraduates (11 male, mean age 19.2 years) indicated the distances at which the illusion disappears (when the depth inverted structure becomes evident due to stereopsis) as one approaches the paintings. Viewing began at a distance of 500 cm, from which the illusion can normally be seen. Subjects approached the paintings in approximately 20 cm steps, while swaying left-and-right. The distance at which the illusory effect was no longer visible was then recorded. They also indicated the distance at which the illusion first appears as one moves away from the pictures. The retreat distance was measured starting at a distance of 40 cm, where the illusion is not seen, and proceeding away from the pictures until the illusory effect was first perceived. The pictures themselves measured 20x28x8, 20x50x8, 20x72x8 and 20x100x8 cm. As evident in Figure 1 , they were constructed using computer graphics techniques; the scenes contained identical objects and light-and-shadow effects, but differed in the number of depth inversions (1-4).
Results
As shown in Figure 2 , the strongest effect was the much greater distance needed to experience the illusion for the pictures with one protuberance. It is also seen that the illusory effects occurred at shorter distances on approaching the objects relative to the distances on retreating from the objects -consistent with results previously reported , but these distance effects were minor in comparison with the lack of illusory effect of the reverse perspective consisting of just one protuberance. Seven subjects maintained that no illusory movement could be seen at any distance (thus scored as maximal distances of 500 cm) and all other subjects reported illusory effects for the 1-protuberance structure at distances greater than those for the other structures. Two-way analysis of variance showed highly significant main effects for approach and retreat (F(1,22)=21.41, p<0.001) and the number of protuberances (F(3,66)=31.00, p<0.001), with no significant interaction. Paired comparisons among the protuberance conditions showed that the only significant effects were those when the 2-, 3-and 4-protuberance structures were compared with the 1-protuberance structures. The distances at which the illusion disappeared (on approach to the reverse perspective objects) or disappeared (on retreat). Asterisks indicate highly significant differences (Bonferroni-corrected, *, p<0.001) for both approach and retreat.
Discussion
If depth inversion alone were the source of the illusion, any number of inversions should give similar effects. Empirically, that is not the case. Since 1-protuberance reverse perspective structures are rather ineffective in producing the illusory motion, it is relevant to ask why Hughes even bothered to make them. The likely answer is that, while not producing a strong perceptual illusion, the 1-protuberance structures are effective as conceptual art. For addressing questions concerning depth perception, an object containing one inversion of depth will suffice to illustrate the point about depth ambiguity in the 2D retinal image. For the perceptual effect, however, two or more inversions are far more effective. Examination of the pictures in Figure 1 suggests the possible role of the number of objects in the pictures that leads to this effect. That is, the reverse perspective paintings built with 1, 2, 3 and 4 protuberances contain, respectively, 2, 3, 4 and 5 identifiable objects (or partial objects). The existence of the 3D structure protruding from the flat surface is of course the factor that elicits conflict between linear perspective cues and motion parallax cues, but it is important to note that the objectrecognition processing of the retinal image deals not with protuberances, but with identifiable objects and changes therein due to viewing angle. It can therefore be said that the phenomenon of the illusory motion induced by reverspectives -requiring, to be sure, a minimum of two protuberances -is a consequence of the processing of three (or more, suitably constructed) objects in the pictures. The number three appears to be important, but cannot be the whole story: a single central concavity, such as the hollow-mask, can induce the reverse perspective illusion, provided that a sufficient number of visual cues (shading, shadows and perspective cues) are present. Within the context of Hughes-like reverse perspectives, "sufficient" cues are available when a single structure is present, containing a central recession and two lateral protuberances -i.e., three connected regions that vary in actual depth. Normally, this is achieved using several central objects and two additional lateral recessions that hide the inverted geometry.
As is true of the illusion of 3D depth in most realist artworks, the number of visual cues that contribute to the reverse perspective illusion is typically large. The pictures shown in Figure 1 all contain innumerable indications of linear perspective, shadows and shading on the cubes, and it is impossible to determine which factors are crucial for inducing the illusion. We have consequently studied the effects of such cues in highly simplified 2D images, where the number of depth cues can be fully controlled. Since occlusion and aerial effects (haze and relative transparency) are not factors employed in Hughes-style reverspectives, we have run experiments in which (1) the number of objects, (2) the implied perspective lines connecting the objects, and (3) shading and shadows are systematically manipulated. Our question has been: What is the minimal configuration of pictorial cues that lead human beings to infer the presence of 3D depth in a 2D picture?
THREE-OBJECT EFFECTS IN THE PERCEPTION OF DEPTH IN FLAT PICTURES
Taking a hint from the results of Experiment 1, we have hypothesized that, in addition to the factors often listed as contributing to pictorial depth perception (occlusion, perspective lines, shadows, shading, aerial perspective, etc.; Howard & Rogers, 2002) , the number of identifiable objects aligned to indicate linear perspective may play an important role. As illustrated in Figure 3 , theoretical considerations suggest that three objects aligned in conformity with linear perspective (Figure 3a ) provide a much stronger sense of depth than that provided by two similar objects ( Figure 3c ). Of course, the drawing of explicit perspective lines (Figure 3b, d) or other contextual cues ( Figure 3e ) can strengthen or weaken the tendency to perceive 3D depth, but the difference in implied depth between the twoand three-object scenes is arguably not simply a consequence of the number of objects (two versus three visual cues), but also their alignment (the spatial relationships among the cues). More precisely, the alignment of only two objects to indicate a vanishing point in linear perspective (Figure 3d ) is fundamentally trivial insofar as there is no spatial array of two objects of different sizes that will fail to imply a vanishing point. Because the line that joins two points at the base of each object necessarily converges with the line joining the top of the objects, the implication of linear perspective (i.e., 3D depth) is weak. In contrast, most arrangements of three objects of different sizes in a 2D spatial array will not by chance be aligned in linear perspective and therefore will not imply a unique vanishing point. As a consequence, when three such objects are aligned in a lowprobability configuration that implies a vanishing point in linear perspective, the implication of 3D depth is strong. It can therefore be said that the "chance" linear alignment of three objects of different sizes in a 2D picture produces an unmistakable inference of depth; the analogous "alignment" of two objects produces only an ambivalent suggestion of depth.
Figure 3: Three objects aligned in linear perspective (a, b) strongly suggest 3D depth, with or without the perspective lines drawn. Although a similar "depth" interpretation is possible with only two objects (c), further information is required to decide whether the two objects are of similar size, but lie at different planes of depth (d) or they are different sizes and lying at a similar plane of depth (e). Additional cues might suggest a planar interpretation of (a), but the "chance" linear alignment of three objects provides high probability indication of 3D depth.
This interpretation of 3D depth in 2D pictures on the basis of the low probability of the chance alignment of three objects is consistent with the "empirical theory of visual perception" advocated by Purves & Lotto (2003) . Because the linear alignment of three objects of different sizes in the same depth plane is statistically an unlikely event, the visual system can utilize this information in deciding on the most likely interpretation of the visual scene, i.e., rejecting the improbable interpretation of the alignment of three objects in the same depth plane and favoring an interpretation of the existence of a ground plane receding in depth and on which similar objects are aligned. In other words, a perceptual system that is capable of processing the spatial relationships among three visual objects will favor the (highprobability) depth interpretation over the low-probability no-depth interpretation. Clearly, such an inference on the basis of three visual cues is alone inconclusive and additional visual cues will influence the interpretation of the 3D structure of the picture one way or the other, but the presence of multiple cues that are consistent with the laws of linear perspective favors the interpretation of 3D depth.
The fact that the linear "alignment" of two points is trivial, while the alignment of three points is statistically unlikely does not mean that the visual system will necessarily utilize such information in deciding on the interpretation of the visual scene. It is nonetheless possible that, if such information is available, an intelligent brain will make use of it. We have therefore hypothesized that the alignment of three objects provides the critical minimal information needed to infer 3D depth. As a consequence, pictures with one or two identifiable objects should provide a significantly weaker sense of depth, and pictures with four or more objects should provide only a marginally stronger sense of depth. We have consequently run three experiments in which the number of visual cues contributing to the perception of depth in 2D images was systematically manipulated and subjective evaluations of the 3D depth implied by the pictures were recorded.
FIRST PERSPECTIVE EXPERIMENT

Materials and Methods
The stimuli in the first experiment were line drawings of light bulbs lacking inherent depth cues, such as shown in Figure 3 (a, c) . The pictures contained up to 7 light bulbs -each drawn to be consistent or inconsistent with linear perspective, but without explicit linear perspective lines. Control pictures were of two types: those drawn with 9 light bulbs drawn in linear perspective and containing ground shadows, and those that were drawn to be inconsistent with a coherent depth interpretation. These two sets of control stimuli were included to indicate the "boundary conditions" of drawings with and without implied depth. Ten undergraduates (5 male, mean age of 19.1 years) at the Department of Informatics were asked to evaluate the "3D realism" of 108 such scenes on a scale from 0 to 9, and to give unhurried responses. The sequence of stimuli was randomized for each subject and responses were obtained on a computer number pad using the SuperLab ® software. Prior to the experiment, subjects were informed that the pictures would give weak or strong indication of 3D depth, and that the experiment was designed to measure typical human capabilities in depth perception.
Results
The results for the pictures drawn in linear perspective are as shown in Figure 4 . One-way analysis of variance of the seven relevant conditions indicated a significant main effect of the number of objects (F(6,54)=62.61, p<0.0001). Bonferronicorrected comparisons between conditions containing one and two objects, two and three objects, and four and five objects showed significant effects. The most interesting result was the finding that, while the perception of 3D depth generally increases with increasing numbers of objects in the scene (Spearman R(6)=0.965, p<0.01), the contribution of the number of objects aligned in accordance with linear perspective is strong up to three, and thereafter becomes notably weaker. While not overwhelming, these results are suggestive that the sense of 3D depth in such simple drawings is sensitive to the precise number of objects aligned in linear perspective. Notably, the slope of increase from one to three objects is steep, while that for three to seven objects is gradual (Figure 4 ). 
SECOND PERSPECTIVE EXPERIMENT
Materials and Methods
The second experiment was an attempt to differentiate between the effects of the number of objects (1-4) and the number of objects aligned in linear perspective. All objects were spheres of varying sizes and drawn with semi-realistic shading. Using a pseudo-random, but fixed sequence of 48 stimuli, 73 undergraduate students (46 male, mean age 20.8 years) evaluated the depth of the pictures on a scale from 0 to 10. The pseudo-random sequence entailed blocks of 6 stimuli, each of which began with a picture with multiple depth cues (including shadows to produce an unambiguous sense of 3D depth, e.g., Figure 5a ), followed by a picture with 3-4 objects arranged such that a depth interpretation was ambiguous (e.g., Figure 5b ), followed by four stimuli, counter-balanced among the blocks, which were the relevant test conditions (e.g., Figure 5c -f). Subjects were not informed of the block design. The hypothesis was again that three aligned objects provide strong indication of 3D depth, whereas fewer aligned cues (regardless of the number of objects) would provide weaker indication of depth.
Figure 5: Examples of stimuli in the second perspective experiment. Each block of 6 stimuli began with a "semi-realistic" stimulus with multiple indications of linear perspective, including a horizon line and shadows (e.g., a), followed by a stimulus whose depth interpretation was ambiguous (e.g., b). The following four stimuli (e.g., c-f) were the relevant conditions testing for the effects of the number of aligned objects. One half of the stimuli had indications of a horizon line (as above), and one half did not.
Results
Two-way analysis of variance was done for the stimuli with and without horizon lines. Main effects were found for the number of objects (F(3,435)=504.48, p<0.001) and the presence of the horizon (F(1,145) =107.51, p<0.001), and a significant interaction was also found (F(3,435)=4.03, p<0.001). For both the stimuli with and without horizons, there was a large increase in the sense of 3D depth up to three objects, and a smaller increase for stimuli with four objects (Figures 6a and 7a) . Comparison of Figures 6a and 7a shows that the sense of depth of figures containing a horizon line was consistently greater than those without a horizon line, indicating the importance of depiction of the vertical location of the vanishing points in linear perspective. Noteworthy is the fact that the effects of the number of objects and the number of depth cues were otherwise similar.
Three interesting effects were obtained for both the horizon and no-horizon pictures. Similar to Experiment 1, there were sharp increases in the sense of perceived depth in pictures containing 1-3 objects, and a weaker increase for the fourth object depicting a fourth layer of depth in the pictures (Figures 6a and 7a ). This finding indicates that the chance alignment of three objects strongly suggests alignment in depth; a fourth object aligned in linear perspective reinforces this effect, but only marginally.
The second effect of interest was the finding that adding objects that are drawn to be consistent with linear perspective, but not providing new depth information did not generally increase the perceived depth of the pictures (Figure 6c & d and Figure  7c & d) . That is to say, the greater sense of 3D depth in the pictures containing relatively many visual cues (Figures 6a and 7a) was not simply a consequence of the number of objects consistent with linear perspective that were depicted in the pictures. On the contrary, while adding one, two or three objects of the same size as existing objects in the pictures increased the amount of visual "information", the added objects did not provide additional cues concerning linear perspective and thus did not increase the sense of 3D depth. In other words, despite the fact that the additional objects were depicted as consistent with the principles of linear perspective, the perspective information was redundant with that provided by other objects of similar size and, as a consequence, the evaluation of 3D depth did not increase significantly (Figure 6c . This effect was statistically strong for both the horizon and no-horizon pictures and again indicates that the number of objects per se or the number of pixels (total area of) the objects in the visual scene were not the factors responsible for the different perceptions of Figure 6 : Mean subjective ratings (0-10) for the stimuli (and variants) shown above each data point. (a) shows the effects of 1-4 objects aligned in linear perspective. There were significant increases in the sense of 3D depth as the number of objects increased from one to four (**, p<0.001). (b) shows a similar increase in perceived depth due to an increase from one to four objects, but (c) and (d) show no increase in depth due to an increase from two to four objects and from three to four objects, respectively. Figure 6 and to the results in Experiment 1 (Figure 4 ), there were significant increases in the sense of 3D depth as the number of objects increased from one four (**, p<0.001). The ratings are generally higher than those for comparable scenes lacking indication of the horizon. A statistically significant increase in the sense of depth was again obtained by increasing the number of objects from one to four (b), but increases were not found as the number of objects was increased from two to four (c), or from three to four (d).
spatial depth. Despite the fact that there were more objects depicted to be consistent with linear perspective in Figures 6c [right] and 7c [right] , the sense of subjective depth for the pictures with fewer objects depicted at three different levels of depth (Figures 6d [left] and 7d [left]) was significantly greater. This effect can be understood as due to the strong sense of 3D depth conveyed by three aligned objects, relative to the weaker sense of depth in pictures depicting only two levels of depth (using either 2 or 4 objects). There were two anomalies in the data that require some comment. As shown in Figures 6b and 7b , there was a significant increase in the sense of depth in the pictures depicting four objects at one level of depth, relative to pictures depicting one object at one level of depth. The statistical significance of this effect was due entirely to the pictures containing four small objects "in depth", and suggests the "filling in" of non-existent foreground objects. This effect remains unexplained. The second anomaly is seen in Figure 7c , where the additional objects produced an unanticipated decrease in 3D depth. In all other comparable conditions, additional objects of sizes similar to those already depicted had little effect on the sense of depth in the scene. This anomaly is thus likely to have been due to the lack of randomization of the presentation procedure -a problem that was rectified in the third perspective experiment.
THIRD PERSPECTIVE EXPERIMENT Materials and Methods
The third perspective experiment was designed to replicate the main results of the two previous experiments, using randomized stimulus presentation and making a distinction between stimuli with identical objects either aligned or unaligned in linear perspective. In other words, is the strong sense of depth that is caused by the presence of three objects due to the perception of the three distinct objects located at distinct levels of depth (consistent with linear perspective, but with the objects themselves unaligned) or due to the perception of the strictly linear relationship among those three objects?
Subjects were 21 graduate students at the Department of Informatics who had not participated in the earlier experiments (14 male, mean age 23.1 years). They were presented with a total of 146 pictures, similar to those in Figures 5-7 , and asked to give unhurried subjective evaluations of the 3D depth of the pictures on a scale from 0-9. Responses were obtained on a computer number pad using the SuperLab ® software. Prior to the experiment, subjects were informed that the pictures would give variable indication of 3D depth, and that the experiment was designed to measure typical human capabilities in depth perception. The experiment began with seven non-randomized practice trials. They were: an example of a scene with multiple perspective cues and shadows, strongly suggestive of 3D depth (e.g., Figure 5a ), followed by a scene with contradictory perspective cues that made an interpretation of 3D depth ambiguous (e.g., Figure 5b ), followed by five scenes with various indications of 3D depth (e.g., Figure 5c -f). There were 4 or 8 presentations of different scenes for each of the relevant conditions, half of which were left/right reversals. The 146 experimental trials were broken into 9 blocks, each of which began with one scene strongly suggestive of depth and one scene for which a coherent depth interpretation was difficult; there then followed 13-15 randomized trials containing the relevant depth conditions. Subjects were not informed of the block design.
Results
The results for the stimuli with 1-6 objects aligned in linear perspective with or without horizon lines are shown in Figure 8 . It is seen that, as was found in the two previous experiments, a sense of 3D depth increased with increasing numbers of aligned objects (Spearman correlation coefficients of R(6)=0.954, p<0.003 without a horizon and R(6)=0.979, p<0.001 with a horizon). This effect is expected insofar as the probability of the chance alignment of multiple objects to suggest a single vanishing point decreases with increases in the number of objects. Larger numbers of aligned objects indicate extremely low probabilities that the objects lie at the same level of depth in the picture plane (or, conversely, higher probabilities that they are arranged linearly along a dimension orthogonal to the picture plane). For this reason, normal human observers relying on the statistical regularities of real-world scenes (Purves & Lotto, 2003) should have a stronger perception of 3D depth as the number of aligned objects increases.
Two-way analysis of variance showed main effects for the presence of the horizon (F(1,20) =21.94, p<0.001) and the number of objects in the scenes (F(5,100)=153.34, p<0.0001), as well as a significant interaction (F(5,100)=8.52, p<0.0001). Since a horizon line indicates the vertical position of a vanishing point in linear perspective (while leaving the lateral position totally unspecified), it is a cue directly relevant to the perception of depth where several objects are aligned in linear perspective. It was found that, when no horizon line was shown, the sense of 3D depth increased remarkably up to the third object (Figure 8a) , and more gently thereafter. When a horizon line was present, the alignment of only two objects consistent with the vanishing point on the horizon gave strong indication of 3D depth. That is, when a horizon line was shown, there was a marked increase in depth perception with two objects, rather than three, and a gentle climb thereafter ( Figure  8b ). Note the parallel between the ratings for the pictures with two, three and four objects in the no horizon pictures and those with, respectively, three, four and five objects in the horizon pictures. The main trends illustrated in Figure 8 can be interpreted simply as indication that the sense of 3D depth increases with greater amounts of visual information that is consistent with linear perspective (horizon lines, number of objects, etc.), but comparisons of the remaining conditions show that there are other, more specific factors also at work. First of all, the increases in a sense of 3D depth were strong up to three visual cues (three objects, or two objects and a horizon line), but notably weaker with the addition of further cues. Although there were several statistically significant increases in depth as objects were added, the overall pattern is similar to that in the previous two experiments (Figures 4, 6a and 7a ) -with the slope of the increase being steep up to three cues (three objects and no horizon or two objects and a horizon) and more gradual thereafter (Figure 8) .
Secondly, by increasing the number of objects consistent with linear perspective, but not increasing the number of indications of different levels of depth in the pictures, it was again found that there was no increase in the sense of depth ( Figure  9a -f and Figure 10a-f) . On the contrary, by adding a second or third object of the same size as existing objects and at the same vertical location (i.e., indicating the same apparent depth in the picture) the subjective sense of 3D depth decreased in 10 of 12 cases (although producing a statistically significant decrease in only two of the paired comparisons). This finding indicates that the amount of information consistent with linear perspective (number of objects, total area of the objects in the 2D image, etc.) is not as important for determining the 3D depth as is the number of levels of depth depicted in the pictures (i.e., different-sized objects at different vertical locations consistent with linear perspective).
One-way analyses of variance of the scenes with and without horizons and containing three spheres showed significant main effects (F(2,40)=17.38, p<0.0001 and F(2,40)=20.93, p<0.0001, respectively). As shown in Figure 11 , Bonferronicorrected paired comparisons showed that the linear alignment of the three objects produces only a marginal increase in the sense of depth in comparison with similar pictures containing three unaligned objects of different sizes (and consequently indicating different levels of depth, but not in a linear configuration). For the scenes without horizons and containing three objects of different sizes, the evaluation of depth was significantly higher (p<0.05) when the objects were linearly aligned, but the small increase for the scenes with horizon scenes was not statistically significantly. In contrast, the pictures with three objects of two different sizes (providing information on two levels of depth in the scenes) had significantly lower depth ratings than the pictures with cues indicating three levels of depth (no horizon scenes: three unaligned objects, p<0.01 and three aligned objects, p<0.001; horizon scenes: three unaligned objects, p<0.01 and three aligned objects, p<0.001). In other words, the crucial factor is not the number of objects per se nor their strictly linear alignment in the 2D picture, but the depiction of three levels of depth that are consistent with the principles of linear perspective. doi: 10.2190/EM.26.1.f http://baywood.com Figure 9 : The ratings of the perceived depth of the scenes without horizon lines. Each graph shows the ratings for two scenes with equal numbers of depth cues, but unequal numbers of objects. Examples are shown directly above each data point. In no case was there a significant increase due to the addition of one or two objects of sizes similar to those of objects already existing in the scenes. This fact indicates that the number of objects per se is not the factor responsible for the sense of depth. There was, however, one significant (Bonferroni-corrected, *, p<0.05) decrease in apparent depth induced by an additional sphere.
Figure 10: The ratings of the perceived depth of the scenes with horizon lines. Each graph shows the ratings for scenes with equal numbers of depth cues, but unequal numbers of objects. Examples of each type of stimulus are given above each data point. In one case (b), there was a significant decrease (Bonferroni-corrected, *, p<0.05) in the perceived depth of the scene with an added object, but there were no significant increases, as might be expected if the number of objects per se were the critical factor inducing a sense of 3D depth. Figure 11 : Comparisons of the ratings of depth in the six varieties of scene containing three objects (examples shown above the data points). With or without a horizon line, three objects aligned in linear perspective were rated most highly, whereas three objects of similar size but not linearly aligned were evaluated slightly lower. Three objects suggestive of only two levels of pictorial depth, however, received significantly lower ratings than either of the scenes with three objects of three different sizes (Bonferronicorrected, *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001).
Discussion of the Perspective Experiments
All of the above experiments were run with the rather crude measurement of the "subjective sense of 3D depth", and will need to be replicated using standard psychophysical techniques that should give more precise measures of depth perception (e.g., Saunders & Backus, 2006) . Whatever the measuring technique may be, ultimately the evaluation of the illusory depth in 2D images is undertaken by the subject on the basis of a subjective impression of the visual scene. As is the case with the subjective evaluation of musical harmonies , even though the stimuli may be inherently ambiguous, there is nonetheless a broad consensus among normal human observers concerning the sonority of chords and the illusory 3D depth of flat pictures. The success or failure of the experimental methods must therefore be judged primarily on the basis of the internal self-consistency of the experimental results. In this regard, the suggestion that the number of objects in reverse perspective paintings may be important for producing their illusory motion must be considered a tentative conclusion that will require further experimentation in which the many visual cues underlying the illusion are fully controlled. With regard to the above three perspective experiments, however, the internal logic of the geometry of linear perspective and the consistency of the experimental results argue more strongly for the conclusion that there is a significant effect brought about by the configuration of three visual cues, relative to the effects of two such cues. By adding further visual cues, the evaluation of 3D depth increased marginally, but the remarkable step from equivocal to compelling 3D depth in flat pictures containing two and three depth cues, respectively, requires an explanation. Assuming only that the human visual system is sensitive to the empirical probabilities of various configurations of objects on the 2D retina (Purves & Lotto, 2003) , the geometry of linear perspective clearly suggests that depth can be inferred from the perceived spatial relations among three objects, but not from two objects alone.
The ability to infer 3D structure from the configuration of three visual cues may explain the power of linear perspective in inducing a sense of depth to the human observer, but there remains one other long-term, unsolved mystery in depth perception: the role of shadows and shading. The artistic techniques of rendering convincing shadows/shading were known in antiquity and are still observable in Greek pottery (200 BC~100 AD), but were lost until their "reinvention" in the early 15 th Century (Cavanaugh, 2007) along with formalization of the rules of linear perspective. Of theoretical interest is the fact that the perception of depth implied by shadows again entails a "three visual cue" cognitive component, i.e., perceiving the relationships between an object and its shadows and the (visible or implied) light source ( Figure 12 ). Figure 12 : The cast shadow (and, less explicitly, the shading on the sphere itself) in (a) indicates the direction in which the source of light is to be found (b), and therefore the relative positions of three relevant visual cues (the object itself, its cast shadow, and the light source). The inference of a light source effectively provides depth information on the relative positions of the object and its shadow in an otherwise potentially-flat drawing (c).
CONCLUSION
From Hughes's artistic experience and our first experiment on reverse perspective, we suggest that the presence of three objects (or partial objects) may be required to elicit the illusory motion effects characteristic of this illusion. From the results of the three depth perception experiments, we conclude that an interpretation of 3D depth in a 2D image is readily made when at least three visual cues are aligned to depict three distinct levels of pictorial depth, but is uncertain when only two cues are similarly aligned. We therefore suggest that what the higher-levels of the human visual system bring (i) to the perception of the reverse perspective illusion, and (ii) to the perception of 3D depth in quite simple 2D drawings -and what is apparently absent in other species -is an ability to perceive the implicit spatial relations among three visual cues.
The mechanisms of pictorial depth remain poorly understood (Howard & Rogers, 2002) and much experimental work remains to be done. From our experiments on drastically simplified 2D drawings, we are encouraged to believe that it will be possible to identify the minimal structures in flar artworks that lead the human observer to infer 3D depth. While other questions in empirical aesthetics require the use of real art and complex visual stimuli, it appears that some progress can be made in defining the factors that produce realistic 3D depth in 2D images by using the simplified stimuli typical of psychophysical research.
